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Energy awareness for computation and protocol management is becoming a crucial factor in the design of MANET protocols and 
algorithms. Because of mobility, we need the support of scalable routing strategies and these protocols try to consider the path duration in 
order to respect some QoS constraints and to reduce fake neighbor position for route discovery. Often energy saving and path duration and 
stability can be two contrasting efforts and trying to satisfy both of them can be very difficult because such a process can be easily abused or 
disrupted by adversarial nodes. Neighbor discovery is an important part of many protocols for mobile ad hoc networks, including 
localization and routing. Communications and protocols performance will depreciate, when neighbor discovery fails. In this paper, we 
address this open issue by proposing secure and efficient neighbor discovery with respect to select the most stable path so as to reduce the 
overhead due to route reconstruction and link failures, which offers a measure of protection against fake positions by allowing participating 
mobile nodes to securely determine if they are neighbors.We prove the security properties of our protocol, and demonstrate the effectiveness 
of our protocol through GLOMOSIM simulations. 

Index Terms: MANET, Neighbor discovery, position verification, path stability. 

 

I. Introduction 

Wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) have emerged as an advanced networking concept based on collaborative 
efforts among numerous self-organized wireless devices. MANET is a network where no fixed infrastructure exists. Such 
networks are expected to play vital role in future civilian and military settings, being useful to provide communication support 
where no fixed infrastructure exists or the deployment of a fixed infrastructure is not economically profitable and movement 
of communicating parties is possible. The topology of MANETs is dynamic, because the link among the nodes may vary with 
time due to device mobility, new device arrivals, and the possibility of having mobile devices. Hence, any routing protocol 
design must consider the physical limitations and constraints imposed by the ad hoc environment so that the resulting routing 
protocol does not degrade system performances. Since in MANET, there is no fixed-infrastructure such as base stations, 
mobile devices need to operate as routers in order to maintain the information about the network connectivity, as a result the 
conventional routing protocols cannot be supported easily by ad hoc networks. Several research studies have been launched to 
study this issue, those defined by the IETF MANET group can be classified into two categories: proactive protocols and 
reactive protocols. MANET’s technology offers both new challenges and opportunities for many applications. The major 
challenges for ad hoc technology is secure and efficient routing, due essentially to MANET features (e.g., open medium, lack 
of centralized management, nodes mobility). Several approaches have been proposed to secure ad hoc routing. Some existing 
solutions in wireless networks employ mechanisms used to protect routing protocols in wired networks that are based on the 
presence of a centralized infrastructure. These solutions are not appropriate for a decentralized ad hoc network.In mobile ad 
hoc networks, neighbor discovery is the process by which a node in a network determines the total number and identity of 
other nodes in its vicinity. It is a fundamental building block of many protocols including localization, routing, leader election, 
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and group management. Time-based communications and many media access control mechanisms rely on accurate neighbor 
information.  

Neighbor discovery is especially important to the proper functioning of wireless networks. In wireless networks, neighbors 
are usually defined as nodes that lie within radio range of each other. Thus, neighbor discovery can be considered as the 
exploration of the volume of space or “neighborhood” immediately surrounding a wireless node. Nodes found within the 
neighborhood are neighbors and, depending on network configuration and topology, may cooperate in the performance of 
various tasks including communications, routing and localization. However, wireless communications are vulnerable to 
attacks. Attackers have the freedom to perform malicious activities ranging from simple denial of service to sophisticated 
deception. In this paper, we explore the security problem and neighbor selection in route discovery in mobile ad hoc networks 
by proposing a new security aspect for DSR on-demand protocol. The proposed protocol isspecifically designed to an open ad 
hoc network where each node must verify the identity of the node with which it communicates. This allows nodes to be 
authenticated before taking into account any information during the route discovery. In our proposal, we focus on attacks 
carried out by traditional external illegitimate nodes which do not have the access rights to the network. We also take into 
consideration several attacks carried out by internal malicious nodes which inject false information about their position. 
Moreover, the proposed solution ensures the reliability and stability of the route discovery process. Our contributions are 
illustrated in what follows: 

_ Proposing a new secure and efficient route discovery based on DSR 

_ Proposed protocol will ensure the establishment of a routebetween two nodes if it exists 

_ Detecting and rejecting adversaries 

_Select the most stable path for transmitting data among remaining true neighbors based on path   stability, residual energy 
and total energy needed to process and transmit the data 

 

II. Related Works 

We first expose relevant research work related to secure and efficient route discovery in MANETs.Then, we explicit how 
our approach combines both the secure and link stability metrics, to find the reliable path for communication and extend the 
network lifetime. Most of the routing algorithms proposed forMANETs are based on reactive routing strategy, inwhich route is 
established only when there is a needto transmit a packet. In these protocols route recoveryand maintenance procedures are 
initiated only after aroute break. This procedure consumes extrabandwidth and power at processing nodes and alsoincreases 
the delay.It is important to find routes that last longer, toreduce the route breakage and consumption ofresources. In [1], Link 
stability is defined as a measure ofhow stable the link is and how long thecommunication will endure. Signal Strength is one 
ofthe parameter used to estimate the stability of links. In [2], [3], the route discovery is based on signal strengthand location 
stability of nodes. In SSA, a mobile nodedetermines the average signal strength at which thepackets are exchanged between 
nodes and locationstability is used to choose longer-lived route.Sulabh Agarwal and Pal Singh propose RABR[4], in which the 
route selection is done based on theintelligent residual lifetime assessment of thecandidate routes. This major challenge with 
thisprotocol is, to choose the optimal threshold values. In[5], the authors estimated the link stability based onthe signal 
strength. If the received signal strength isgreater than a certain threshold, the link is considered to be stable. In [6], Min-Gu 
and Sun ggulee proposed a route selection based on Differentiated signal strength [DSS]. DSS indicates whether thenodes are 
getting closer or getting farther apart. If thesignal strength is getting stronger, the link isconsidered to be stable. If the signal 
strength isgetting weaker in case of node moving away isconsidered to be unstable link. In [7], N.Sharma and S.Nandi propose 
RSQR ,in which the link stability and route stability arecomputed using received signal strength. Based onthe threshold values 
the links are classified as stableor unstable link. Link stability and link uncertaintyvalues are used for stable route selection 
among allthe feasible routes.Gun Woo and Lee propose EBL [8], in whichthe authors give importance to both link stability 
and the residual Battery capacity. The EBL not onlyimprove the energy efficiency but also reducenetwork partition. Floriano 
and Guerriero proposeLAER [9], in which they consider joint metric oflink stability and energy drain rate into routediscovery, 
which results in reduced control overheadand balanced traffic load. The expected route lifetime is mainly predictedwith the 
parameters node battery energy and linkstability. It is preferable to select stable links i.e. linkshaving longer predicted lifetime, 
instead of selectingweak links which break soon and introduce routing overhead [10].In [11], Guerriero propose PERRA, an 
reactiverouting protocol, which accounts both link stabilityand power efficiency. Intermediate nodes in PERRApropagates 
route request, only if it meet the energyrequirement specified by the source node. Thus, thepath established is a stable path that 
incurs residualenergy, path stability and estimated energy for datatransmission. It also maintain alternate path, whichcan be 
used before link break occurs to reduce thepath breakage. Control overhead is greatly reduceddue to constrained flooding and 
maintenance ofalternate path. In [12], an efficient secure routing protocol(ASRP) to ensure the routing security in adhoc 
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networks is proposed. ASRP provides powerful security extensions to the reactive AODV protocol, based on modified secure 
remotepassword protocol and Diffie-Hellman (DH) algorithms. In[13],the NPV, neighbor position verification protocol for 
finding independent and colluding adversaries in the networks which is advertising false position for participating in the data 
transmission.We propose a new route discovery process to combine both the efficient and secure neighbor discovery process 
in a route discovery phase of routing process. We organized the paper as follows. In Section III we give proposed system In 
section IV we give performance evaluation of the proposed system. We conclude in Section V. 

 

III. Proposed System 
 
To ensure the reliability and stability of the routing process we propose EfficientNeighbor Route DiscoveryProtocol 

(ENRDP).To our knowledge, our protocol is the first to provide a distributed, lightweight solution to the neighbor position 
verification problem that need not require infrastructure or a priori trusted neighbors and is robust against several different 
attacks, including coordinated attacks by independent and colluding adversaries. Next, it provides best selection of neighbor 
based on the stability of the link. The working procedure of ENRDP protocol is described in the Fig.1.We divide the ENDRP 
protocol in to two tasks 

1) Distributed cooperative NPV 
2) Path stability prediction technique 

Distributed cooperative scheme for NPV 

We propose a fully distributed cooperative scheme for NPV, which enables a node, called verifier, to discover and verify 
the position of its communication neighbors. A verifier can initiate the protocol at any time, by triggering the message 
exchange called POLL, REPLY,REVEAL and REPORT, within its 1-hop neighborhood.  
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  Figure 1 ENRDP Protocol 
 
The aim of the message exchange is collect information that it is used to compute distances between any pair of its 
communicationneighbors.The POLL and REPLY messages are first broadcasted byverifier and its neighbors, respectively. 
These messages are anonymous, allowing nodes to record reciprocal timing information without disclosing their identities. 
Then, after a REVEAL message broadcast by the verifier, nodes disclose to verifier, through REPORT messages. The 
REPORT messages are secure and authenticated. Neighbor nodes identities as well as the anonymous timing information are 
collected. The verifier uses such data to match timings and identities; then, it uses the timings to perform ranging and compute 
distances between all pairs of communicating nodes in its neighborhood. Propose a lightweight, distributed, and efficient 
protocol that enables each node to discover and verify the position of its neighbors. The protocol can be executed at any point 
in time, without prior knowledge or assumed trustworthiness of the other nodes that participate by any node. A fully 
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distributed cooperative scheme for NPV protocol allows any node in the network to discover and verify the position of its 
communication neighbors that participate in the protocol message exchange. The procedure is performed in a reactive manner, 
i.e., it can be run by any node at any time instant, by initiating the message exchange. Such node will be referred to as the 
verifier.Based on this knowledge, the verifier performs security tests to tag its communication neighbors as: 

 · Verified, i.e., nodes the verifier deems to be trustworthy; 

 · Faulty, i.e., nodes the verifier deems to have announced an incorrect  position; 

 · Unverifiable, i.e., nodes the verifier cannot prove to be either correct or faulty – this may happen due to lack of sufficient 
information on these nodes or because the verifier cannot form a clear opinion on their behavior. Clearly, the objective of our 
protocol is to be robust to adversarial nodes in that it minimizes the number of unverifiable nodes and the number of 
positive/negative false. By the latter we mean correct nodes declared as faulty and adversaries tagged as verified. 

Path stability prediction technique 

A fundamental issue arising in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is the selection of the optimal path between two nodes. 
Ensuring a path to be valid for adequately longer period of time is a very difficult problem in MANET due to its high mobility 
nature. A method that has been advocated to improve routing efficiency is to select the most stable path so as to reduce the 
latency and the overhead due to route reconstruction. As per Distributed cooperative scheme for NPV technique, solves the 
neighbor verification and this scheme does not concentrate on link failures which is more often in MANET network so 
neighbor position verification is not get optimized results thus provide solution to link breakages through path quality 
technique and enhance neighbor position verification technique as per path quality technique which delivers results in efficient 
manner. 

This routing technique applies the following three metrics for path quality neighbor coverage selection:  

 1) The total energy to transmit and process a data packet; 

 2) The residual energy;  

 3) The path stability. Route maintenance and route discovery procedures are similar to the DSR protocol, but with the route 
selection based on the three aforementioned metrics. Delivery probabilities are synthesized locally from context information’s 
like value describes the above metrics. A delivery probability of each node is used to select link stability path over dynamic 
route discovery. 

 

IV. Performance Evaluation 

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated via glomosim simulator. Performance metrics are utilized in the 
simulations for performance comparison. 

• Packet arrival rate. The ratio between the number of received data packets to the number of total data packets sent by 
the source. 

• Average end-to-end delay. The average time elapsed for delivering a data packet within a successful transmission 
from source to destination. 

• Communication overhead. The average number of transmitted control bytes per second, including both header of the 
data packetsand the control packets. 

• Energy consumption. The energy consumption for the entire network, including transmission and processing energy 
consumption for both the data and control packets. 

 

V. Conclusion 

In mobile ad hoc networks, knowledge of neighbor positions is a requirement in a number of important tasks. However, 
distributed techniques to perform secure neighbor position discovery, suitable for highly mobile ad hoc environments, are 
described in the proposed system under discovery of neighbor by avoiding false positions neighbors and also we addressed the 
selection of stable path among the neighbors which not only describes the selection of correct position neighbors but also best 
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link stability neighbors. Thus overcome the adversary and also link failures. In this work, we study both the availability and 
the duration probability of a routing path that is subject to link failures caused by node mobility in terms of malicious 
activities.  As a future work, we will simulate these algorithms in various mobility models and radio propagation model. Most 
of all, the distributed version of algorithms should be designed and applied to real environment in near future. 
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